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ABSTRACT: Despite differences in the species compositions and absolute abundances of planktonic
microorganisms in fresh- and saltwater, there are broad similarities in microbial food webs across
systems. Relative abundances of bacteria and nanoplanktonic protozoa (HNAN, primarily heterotrophic flagellates) are similar in marine and freshwater environments, which suggests analogous
trophic relationships. Ranges of microbe abundances in marine and fresh waters overlap, and seasonal
changes in abundances within an ecosystem are often as great as differences in abundances between
freshwater and marine systems of similar productivities. Densities of bacteria and heterotrophic
nanoplankton, therefore, are strongly related to the degree of eutrophication, and not salt per se. Data
from the literature is compiled to demonstrate a remarkably consistent numerical relationship (ca
1000 bacteria: l HNAN) between bacterioplankton and HNAN from the euphotic zones of a variety of
marine and freshwater systems. Based on the results of a simple food web model involving bacterial
growth, bacterial removal by HNAN, predation on HNAN, and the observed relationships between
bacterial and HNAN abundances in natural ecosystems, it is possible to demonstrate that bottom-up
control (food supply) is more important in regulating bacteiial abundances in oligotrophic environments while top-down control (predation)is more important in eutrophic environments.

INTRODUCTION

Heterotrophic microbial populations have been the
focus of numerous investigations in marine and freshwater habitats during the past 2 decades. Most studies
have concentrated on single environments and shortterm investigations. Based on these numerous studies
it is clear that bacteria and their consumers are generally important components of energy flow and nutrient
cycling in a wide variety of aquatic ecosystems (Azam
et al. 1983, Porter et al. 1988, Caron et al. in press).
Similarly, heterotrophic nanoplanktonic protists (2 to
20 pm nlicroorganisms, primarily flagellated protozoa)
have been implicated as the major grazers of bacteria
in most pelagic freshwater and marine communities
(Giide 1986, Sanders & Porter 1986, Coffin & Sharp
1987, Wright et al. 1987, Haystrom et al. 1988, Nagata
1988, Sanders et al. 1989, Wikner et al. 1990, Berninger
et al. 1991a).
As large data sets on microbial abundance and production have emerged during the past few years
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analyses have begun to focus on the mechanisms
regulating heterotrophic microbial population densities in different environments, and the degree to which
that regulation might differ between ecosystems.
These attempts to model bacterial abundances and
productivities have resulted, at some levels of examination, in remarkable similarities in the microbial
processes of a diverse array of aquatic communities.
For example, it has been demonstrated that bacterial
abundances are positively correlated with chlorophyll
concentrations, and bacterial productivities correlated
with primary productivities, across a wide range of
environments including freshwater and marine communities (Bird & Kalff 1984, Cole et al. 1988, White et
al. 1991). Cole et al. (1988) estimated that approximately 40 % of the total primary productivity was
consumed by bacteria in the euphotic zone of aquatic
ecosystems ranging from highly oligotrophic to highly
eutrophic. A subsequent analysis (White et al. 1991)
with a larger data set has confirmed the relationships
reported by Cole et al. (1988). No consistent differ-
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ences were observed between marine and freshwater
systems in these studies, although it was suggested
that temperature may affect bacterial production more
in marine systems than in fresh water (White et al.
1991).
The cross-system correlations of bacterial production
and abundance to factors related to substrate supply
immediately raise a related question: 'Can bacterial
abundance and productivity also be correlated with
the density and grazing activity of bacterial consumers
in different environments?' The existence of such correlations would require that the major consumers of
bacteria are similar in all environments and that these
bacterial consumers are themselves subject to similar
mortalities (i.e. grazing pressures). As stated above, it
would appear that nanoplanktonic protists are the
major consumers in most (if not all) aquatic ecosystems. Other potentially important consumers of bacteria, however, do exist in freshwater and marine
environments. Recent evidence has pointed to potentially important roles for cladocera, bacterivorous
ciliates, mixotrophic algae, and bacteriophages in the
removal of bacteria from aquatic ecosystems (E. Sherr
et al. 1986, Sanders & Porter 1988, Bergh et al. 1989,
Pace et al. 1990, Proctor & Fuhrman 1990). The extent
to which the grazing activities of these other consumers might obscure a relationship between bacteria
and heterotrophic nanoplankton (HNAN) is unknown.
Consumers of HNAN populations also may differ
between environments of different trophic status or
between fresh water and seawater. For example, cilia t e ~and copepods consume nanoplanktonic flagellates in freshwater and marine systems, but cladocera
and rotifers are much more common in freshwater and
some estuarine systems than in oceanic waters. On the
other hand, pelagic tunicates (salps, doliolids and
larvacea) and sarcodines (foraminifera, radiolaria and
acantharia) may be important consumers of bacterivorous flagellates in marine but not freshwater ecosystems. There is no a prior1 reason to believe that the
strong correlation that exists between phytoplankton
and bacteria will also exist between bacteria and
HNAN when data sets from diverse aquatic ecosystems are compared.
Nonetheless, we have summarized data (largely
from the literature) that demonstrate a strong positlve
correlation between the abundances of bacteria and
HNAN, irrespective of salinity, over a range of environments that vary from highly oligotrophic to hypereutrophic. There was a large variability (up to 100fold) in the abundance of HNAN at any particular
bacterial density, presumably due to differences in
geographic location, season, depth (within the euphotic zone) and predator-prey oscillations as well as
possible methodological differences between investi-

gations. Over the complete data set, however, absolute
densities of bacteria and HNAN increased ca 3 to 4
orders of magnitude. Higher bacterial and HNAN
densities were established and maintained in systems
of higher productivity than in systems of lower productivity. Using a simple model with realistic values for
bacterial and HNAN growth, respiration and mortality
we have been able to recreate the numerical relationship observed between the 2 populations in nature.
Based on an analysis of the model, a stronger control of
bacterial abundance by grazers could be demonstrated
in eutrophic ecosystems relative to oligotrophic
ecosystems.

METHODS

A large part of the data set used in these analyses was
obtained from the recent literature (Table 1). There
were several requirements for including a study in our
analyses: (1)the data to be compared (e.g.bacterial and
HNAN abundances, bacterial productivity and bacterivory) were collected concurrently within each study;
(2)samples were from aerobic water within the euphotic
zone; ( 3 )data were not depth-integrated; (4) data were
not from experimentally manipulated samples (e.g.
microcosm experiments); and (5) HNAN were differentiated from autotrophic nanoplankton. An exception
to the first requirement was the use of ranges of chlorophyll to predict the relative trophy of a system (Fig. 1).
Our reasoning for excluding data that did not meet
these minimum requirements was that the relationships
between microbial populations and processes might be
distorted.
Abundances of heterotrophic nanoplankton and
bacteria were determined using fluorescent staining
methods and epifluorescent microscopy in all cases.
Estimates for bacterial production and grazing were
obtained by a variety of methods. Other than converting to specific rates (i.e. d-'), no attempt was made to
standardize these data for the different assumptions
and methods. Least-squares regression analysis on
log-transformed data was used to compare abundances of flagellates and bacteria in the different environments. The authors contributed some unpublished
data on abundances of heterotrophic nanoplankton
and bacteria contingent upon the criteria given above.
A large data set that was recently published by one of
the present authors (Berninger et al. 1991b) was not
included in our analysis, but is compared in the 'Discussion' section.
A simple model was constructed using Stella (HighPerformance Systems) in order to explore factors
which might affect the relationship between bacterial
and HNAN abundances that are observed in natural
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Table 1. Sources of data used in Figs. 1 to 3
Abundances

Bacterial production and grazing
--

--

Fresh waters
Bennett et a1 (1990)
Berninger (1990)
Caron (1984)
Carrick & Fahnenstiel (1989)
Gude (1986,
1988)
Sanders, unpublished
Scavia & Laird (1987)
Tranvik (1989)
Marine and estuarine
Caron (1984,
unpubl.)
Caron et al. (1989)
Coffin & Sharp (1987)
Davis et al. (1985)
Fenchel(1982b)
Landry et al. (1984)
McManus & Fuhrman (1988)
McManus & Peterson (1988)
Nielsen & Richardson (1989)
Sherr et al. (1984)
Sieburth & Davis (1982)
Weisse (1989)
Wright et al. (1987)

-

-

p

.-

Chlorophyll

.

Nagata (1988)
Rlemann (1985)
Sanders & Porter (1986)
Sanders et a1 (1989)
Scavia & Laird (1987)
Servais et al. (1985)
Tranvik (1989)
Weisse (1991)

Berninger (1990)
Fahnenstiel et a1 (1989)
Gray (1987)
G u d e (1988)
Pace (1982)
Simon (1987)

Coffin & Sharp (1987)
Ducklow & Hill (1985)
Fuhrman & McManus (1984)
Kuuppo-Leinikki (1990)
Landry et al. (1984)
Servais et al. (1985)
Taylor & Pace (1987)
Weisse (1989)
Weisse & Scheffel-Moser (1991)
Wright & Coffin (1984)

Andersen & Ssrensen (1986)
Brown et al. (1985)
Caperon et al. (1979)
Coffin & Sharp (1987)
Cosper et al. (1989)
Malone & Ducklow (1990)
Roman et al. (1986)
B. F. Sherr et al. (1986)
Wnght et al. (1987)

plankton samples. The approach was to mimic a
trophic gradient (oligotrophic to eutrophic) by incrementally increasing substrate input rate in order to
achieve steady state densities of bacteria and HNAN at
each substrate level. For a given substrate level the
input for bacterial growth was constant. The major
biomass compartments of the model were bacteria,
HNAN and HNAN-predators. Model output was in
units of carbon a n d was converted to abundances
using conversion factors of 10 fg C bacterium-'
(Bratbak & Dundas 1984) and 6500 fg C HNAN-'
( B ~ r s h e i m& Bratbak 1987).
Losses from the bacterial and HNAN compartments were d u e to respiration and predation. Assumptions for calculating total respiration losses included a gross growth efficiency (GGE) of 0.5 for
bacteria (Cole et al. 1982, Bjarnsen 1986) and 0.4 for
HNAN (Caron & Goldman 1990), and a maintenance
(basal) respiration rate for bacterial and HNAN
populations of 1 % d-' of their respective population
biomass. Respiration losses thus were composed of
2 flows: respiration associated with growth that
was calculated as a proportion (1 - GGE) of substrate
uptake or feeding; and a maintenance respiration to
support the current biomass. The low basal metabolic
rate was chosen because by far the largest amount of
energy use is directly coupled to growth and only a
small fraction of the energy budget appears to be
spent on mechanical or osmotic work (Fenchel 1982a,
1986).

Predation losses from the bacterial a n d HNAN
compartments were based on density-dependent
Michaelis-Menten (Monod) type relationships for
HNAN grazing on bacteria a n d the removal of HNAN
by their predators:
d B / d t = [ a hB / ( k h+ B)] H ,
and d H / d t = [ a pH / ( k h + H ) ]P,
where B, H and P are the biomass of bacteria, HNAN,
a n d HNAN-predators, respectively; ah a n d a , a r e the
maximum specific predation rates per unit HNAN a n d
HNAN-predator biomass, respectively; a n d k h a n d k h
are the half-saturation constants for removal of bacteria and HNAN. Lower grazing thresholds were created by setting predation losses to zero if the threshold
abundance was reached. An upper limit to the biomass
of the predators of HNAN ( P ) was set to equal the biomass of HNAN.
The maximum grazing rate of the HNAN was 100
bacteria HNAN-' h-' (e.g. Berninger et al. 1991a), the
threshold density of bacteria (density of bacteria below
which HNAN grazing ceased) was 3 X 105bacteria ml-l,
a n d the half saturation constant (density of bacteria at
which the HNAN grazing rate was half maximal, k , )
was 6 X 105 bacteria ml-'. The half saturation constant
was reduced ca 50 % relative to that determined by
Fenchel (1982a) for Pteridornonas danica on the assumption that HNAN in natural plankton would be
adapted to feed at lower particle densities than those
adapted to culture medium. Maximal removal rate of
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Average Photic Zone Abundances
Heterovophic nanoflagellates

l00

50

0

Range of Chlorophyll Concentration
(pg-' )
Fig. 1. Average abundances of HNAN and bacteria in
several freshwater and marine ecosystems arranged by
increasing chlorophyll concentration. (;h) Marine and estuarine environments

Previous studies have indicated that bacterial abundance increases with trophic state (Azam et al. 1983,
Fuhrman et al. 1980) and that abundance and production of bacteria are positively correlated to chlorophyll
a concentration (Bird & Kalff 1984, Cole et al. 1988,
White et al. 1991). A rigorous statistical analysis between the abundances and productivity of HNAN and
system trophy was not possible because most of the
studies that have reported abundances of HNAN did
not include concurrent information on chlorophyll
concentration or primary production. Moreover, very
few estimates of HNAN production have been made.
A comparison of the available data on the average
abundances of HNAN in the euphotic zone to ranges of
chlorophyll in several freshwater and marine ecosystems, however, indicated a positive relationship between these parameters that was independent of
salinity (Fig. 1).This trend is similar to the relationship
between average abundances of bacteria and chlorophyll concentrations in these same environments
(Fig. 1). As stated previously, a strong correlation between bacterial abundances and chlorophyll concentrations has been observed with much larger data sets
(Cole et al. 1988, White et al. 1991).
A more rigorous analysis of correlation between
populations of heterotrophic microorganisms was
performed by comparing data sets containing concurrently collected measurements of bacterial and HNAN
abundances (Fig. 2). Abundances of HNAN in this data
set typically ranged from ca 10' to 104 ml-' in both
marine and freshwater planktonic communities (Fig. 2,
Table 2), but occasionally exceeded 10' ml-' in ex-

HNAN [0.06 ng HNAN C (ng predator C)-' h-'] was
based on the assumption that smaller grazers (i.e.
rotifers, ciliates) would have a higher weight-specific
ingestion rate of HNAN than that measured for crustaceans [0.04 ng prey C (ng predator C)-' h-'; Sanders
unpubl.]. The threshold density (300 HNAN ml-') was
chosen because of the rarity of recorded HNAN abundances below 300 HNAN ml-' (Berninger et al. 1991a).
The half saturation constant (kh,600 HNAN ml-l) was
arbitrarily chosen. We were able to reproduce stable
equihbria of bacteria and HNAN using these conditions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
]o4

System trophy and microbial abundances
Our purpose in this investigation was to examine the
possible relationship between bacteria and their primary consumers across a range of aquatic ecosystems.

105

106

Bacteria
(cells m1

10'

108

)

Fig. 2. Bacterial abundance vs HNAN abundance for 600
samples from a variety of planktonic ecosystems. Lines
represent ratios of 102,1,103:1 and 104:1 bacteria:HNAN
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Table 2. Minimum and maximum abundances and the coefficients of variation (CV) (when available) of bacteria and
heterotrophic nanoplankton observed during different seasons in a variety of planktonic environments
Environment

Flagellates
103 m]-')
Min. Max.
CV
(X

Bacteria
lohml-l)
Mm. Max. CV

n

Source

Berninger (1990)
Nagata (1988)
Giide (1988).
Weisse (1990)
Carrick & Fahnenstiel (1989)
Tranvik (1989)
Carrick & Fahnenstiel (1989)
Sanders & Porter (1986),
Bennett et al. (1990)
Caron (1984)
Tranvik (1989)
Carlough & Meyer (1990)
Berninger (1990)
Pace et al. (1990)
Berninger (1990)
Berninger (1990)

(X

Freshwater
Esthwaite Water, UK
Lake Biwa, Japan
Lake Constance. Germany

3.8
0.8
0.5

23.0
5.1
8.1

48

36

12.0

32

7

90

0.4

11.7

29

17

Lake Huron, N. America
Lake Klintsjon, Sweden
Lake Michigan, USA
Lake Oglethorpe, USA

1.0
1.8
1.1
0.9

5.0
3.6
9.0
15.0

49
24

-

2.1

85

2.3

3.0
16.8

15
34

12
5
16
23

Lake Ontario, N. America
Lake Skarshutsjon, Sweden
Pond. Georgia, USA
Priest Pot, UK
Upton Lake, NY, USA
Wastwater, UK
Windermere, UK

0.8
4.6
1.8
5.4
0.9
7.4
13.0 180.0
0.4
1.3
1.1
13.0
1.8 19.0

66
45

1.7
4.2
7.6
5.2
1.8
1.1
2.1

6.1
7.2
17.0
34.0
10.0
1.8

47
8
51
14
39

20
5

Marine and estuarine
Delaware Estuary, USA
Llrnfjord, Denmark
Llmfjord, Denmark
Parker Estuary, Mass., USA
Chesapeake Plume, USA
Georgia Coast, USA
Atlantic Shelf, USA
Gulf Stream
Sargasso Sea
Red Sea/Gulf of Aden
North Sea
Marine snow, N. Atlantic

9.0
0.4
0.2
15.2
4.2
0.1
0.3 21.9
4.4
0.8
3.2
0.3
0.4
3.2
0.3
1.6
0.2
1.1
0.6
1.2
~ 0 . 1 6.6
1.3 182.0

70

39
24

85

-

-

81
-

40
66

1.0
8.0
15.2
0.5
1.3
3.4
14.6
0.9
1.1
9.1
2.0
11.0
0.7
2.2
0.2
1.5
0.2
0.9
0.5
0.9
0.1
2.7
0.9 250.0

-

77
-

64
77
58
55
45
21
224
94

tremely eutrophic waters and on marine snow particles
(macroscopic detrital aggregates). Bacterial abundances ranged over approximately 3 orders of magnitude from 105 to 10' rnl-l. Log-transformed abundances of HNAN and bacteria were significantly
correlated (r2= 0.50, p < 0.001, n = 600) using the relationship:
Log HNAN abundance =
0.90 Log bacteria abundance

5.5

-

2.4

The middle line in Fig. 2 represents a bacteria:HNAN
ratio of 1000:l which has been reported as a generalization for marine plankton (Fenchel 1986). The
average ratio calculated at the mean of the regression
for the whole data set included in our analysis was
1133 bacteria HNAN-l.
The significance level was unchanged when the
regressions for the marine, estuarine and freshwater
data sets were considered separately, and there were
no significant differences between the slopes of the

9
7
8

84

-

48
53
33
53
40
16
125
222

16
28
13
19
49
17
25
41

Coffin & Sharp (1987)
Andersen & Sorensen (1986)
Fenchel (1982b)
Wright et al. (1987)
McManus & Fuhrman (1988)
Sherr e t al. (1984)
Caron (1984)
Caron (1984)
Caron (1984)
Weisse (1989)
Nielsen & Richardson (1989)
Caron (1984)

log-transformed data from oceanic, estuarine and
fresh waters (ANCOVA). More data were available
for HNAN and bacterial abundances from marine
and estuarine ecosystems than from freshwater ecosystems. Consequently, regressions were based on
approximately twice as many data points from oceanic
ecosystems. The relationship calculated for all ecosystems in our study was consistent with the regression
of freshwater HNAN and picoplankton reported in a
previous analysis (slope = 1.12, y-intercept = 3.52,
r 2 = 0.82; Berninger et al. 1991a).We excluded the data
from Berninger et al. (1991a) from the current analysis
to avoid biasing the results with this single large
data set.
Neither absolute nor average photic zone abundances of microorganisms offered a predictable relationship which differentiated between the marine and
freshwater data (Figs. 1 & 2, Table 2). Bacterial and
HNAN abundances in freshwater and marine samples
strongly overlapped over most of the range of the
oligotrophic-eutrophic continuum. The lowest abun-
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dances of microorganisms, however, were observed in
samples from pelagic marine systems. Highest abundances were observed in marine snow samples which
can be regarded as highly eutrophic microzones in
aquatic environments (Caron et al. 1982, 1986),and in
freshwater ecosystems where allochthonous inputs
probably contributed to bacterial productivity.
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Bacterial growth versus bacterial removal
There was considerable variability associated with
the correlation between HNAN abundance and bacterial abundance (Fig. 2). A discussion of this variability
will be provided later. Given the number of factors that
might affect this relationship, however, it is remarkable that such a strong correlation persists across a
wide spectrum of freshwater and marine ecosystems.
What conditions might explain why both bacterial and
HNAN abundances increase along a trophic gradient?
The timing and magnitude of bacterial production and
bacterial grazing probably are the key to understanding this phenomenon. Production and grazing in
phytoplankton-zooplankton communities have been
modeled as balancing processes that equilibrate at
different levels of abundance along an oligotrophiceutrophic gradient (Leibold 1989).
A comparison of the available data on bacterial production and grazing indicated that, on average, there
is a strong 1:1 correspondence between these 2 parameters (Fig. 3). The overall relationships were similar
to those reported by McManus & Fuhrman (1988) and
Sanders et al. (1989) using smaller data sets. The best
fit (r2 = 0.59) of the least-squares regression for the
data set presented here is:

0.01
0.01

0.1

10

1

Productivity (d-' )
Fig. 3. Relationship of specific community bacterivory (d-') to
bacterial productivity (d-l) in (o) freshwater and ( 0 ) marine
ecosystems. The line represents a balance (1:l correspondence) between production and grazing. Modified from
Sanders e: a!. (1989) with additional data

These situations are represented conceptually in
Fig. 4. The double-headed arrow (1) in Fig. 4A depicts
the condition in which changes in bacterial production
and grazing are matched in magnitude and timing.
Regardless of the starting bacterial density, changes in

GRZ = 0.84 PROD + 0.17
b

where GRZ and PROD are specific rates of grazing
mortality and bacterial growth respectively.
In a stable community (i.e. where bacterial abundance is not changing), equivalent amounts of bacterial production and grazing are expected if grazing is
the primary source of bacterial mortality. Interannual
abundances of bacteria are relatively stable in most
environments because bacterial cells produced are
ultimately removed by grazing. It is not necessary (nor
probable), however, for these processes to occur at the
same rate at all times. If changes in bacterial production (increases or decreases) occur concomitantly with
equivalent changes in grazing, then the bacterial
density does not change. If the bacterial production
and grazing rates do not match, however, bacterial
abundances will increase or decrease depending on
the relative magnitude of the 2 rates.

Increasing Bacterial Production

I

I

Time
Fig. 4. A conceptual model of (A) bacterial production and
grazing losses and (B) the resulting changes in abundances.
The 1: 1 line In (A) represents periods when bacterial production and death are balanced. The numbers in (A) correspond
to those in (B). See text for discussion
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line of 1:1 correspondence),and then remains stable at
this higher density as long as these 2 rates remain approximately equal (Fig. 4B). As temperature and/or
substrate supply decrease in the autumn, bacterial production decreases more rapidly than grazing (arrow 3
in Fig. 4A & B). Bacterial abundance also decreases
until the production and grazing rates again become
equal (i.e.reach the line of 1: 1 correspondence).
The simple example described above assumes that a
stable bacterial abundance is achieved during the
summer and again during the winter. The model depicted in Fig. 4A, however, can also be used to explain
short-term changes in bacterial abundance due to
predator-prey oscillations. An increase in bacterial
abundance resulting from the bacterial production rate
exceedmg the grazing rate (arrow 2 in Fig. 4A) is
followed by a rapid decrease in bacterial abundance
resulting from the bacterial grazing rate exceeding the
production rate (arrow 3 in Fig. 4A). In thls situation,
however, the lines depicting the production:grazing
ratio on Fig. 4A (arrows 2 and 3) tend to transect the
line of 1:1 correspondence (arrow 1) resulting in very
short-lived equilibrial abundances of bacteria. These
predator-prey induced oscillations in bacterial and
HNAN abundances in nature can result in significant
day-to-day variations in the densities of these microorganisms (Fig. 5) but these variations generally are
not of the same magnitude as seasonal changes in their
abundances. Whereas seasonal changes in abundance
in nature can be an order of magnitude or more,
changes in abundance that are due to predator-prey
oscillations typically are no more than a factor of 2 to 3
(Fig. 5). The oscillations in the abundances of bacteria
and HNAN derived from enumeration of natural
samples (Fig. 5) must, however, be interpreted with
some caution. Other factors including alternative food
sources and predators, and sampling and methodological inaccuracies can contribute to these short term
variations of the microorganism abundances.

the bacterial production rate do not affect the abundance of bacteria as long as changes in the grazing
rate equal changes in the production rate. Bacterial
production and grazing, however, frequently do not
balance (arrows 2 and 3 in Fig. 4A, scatter in Fig. 3). If
an increase in bacterial production is not immediately
matched by an equivalent increase in grazing (arrow 2
in Fig. 4A) then bacterial abundance increases until a
new, higher equilibrium between production and grazing is reached (i.e. when arrow 2 in Fig. 4A reaches
the line of 1:1 correspondence). At that point, bacterial
losses again equal bacterial production and the bacterial abundance will stabilize at this higher density. On
the other hand, if a decrease in bacterial production is
not immediately matched by an equivalent decrease in
grazing (arrow 3 in Fig. 4A), then the bacterial abundance decreases until a new, lower equilibrium between production and grazing is reached (i.e. when
arrow 3 reaches the line of 1:1 correspondence).
Note that the location along the 1:1 correspondence
line of Fig. 4A does not stipulate the density of the
bacterial population, but merely a balance between
the rates of bacterial production and grazing. It is possible that either low or high stable bacterial densities
could be maintained in an environment if bacterial
production and grazing are equal. An example would
appear to be winter-summer abundances of bacteria
in most temperate aquatic environments. Summer
abundances of bacteria in surface waters of these
environments typically are approximately 1 order of
magnitude higher than winter abundances, but both
densities are relatively stable over periods of several
months (e.g. Berninger et al. 1991b). The probable
sequence of events explaining this situation would
begin with a substrate- and/or temperature-related
increase in bacterial production during the spring
prior to an increase in grazing pressure (arrow 2 in
Fig. 4A & B). Bacterial density increases until the production and grazing rates become equal (i.e.reach the
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F i g 5. Short-term oscillations of bacteria
and HNAN during the stratified period
(June to September) in Priest Pot, a
hyper-eutrophic pond (Berninger 1990)
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Modeling in situ bacterial and HNAN abundances
The simple model presented in Fig. 4 provides a conceptual framework for understanding the existence of
relatively stable abundances (as well as oscillations) of
bacteria in nature. To examine the correlation that
exists between abundances of bacteria and their consumers, the HNAN, observed across ecosystems and
depicted in Fig. 2, we developed a model simulating a
substrate-bacteria-HNAN food chain. Our specific
goals in this work were (1) to simulate realistic conditions that would generate the abundances of bacteria
and HNAN that CO-occurin natural aquatic cornrnunities and (2) to examine the relative importance of
grazing as a factor controlling bacterial density along
an oligotrophic-eutrophic gradient.
We initiated the model with a low rate of substrate
supply for bacterial growth and chose realistic grazing
parameters for the model (HNAN grazing on bacteria
and larger organisms grazing on HNAN). The model
was run until steady state densities of bacteria and
HNAN were obtained such that the bacteria:HNAN
ratio was ca 1000:l. We adjusted the model to this
ratio because it represents a rough approximation of
the bacteria:HNAN ratio in nature (Fig. 2; Fenchel
1986). We then incrementally increased the rate of
substrate supply for bacterial growth to simulate an
oligotrophic-eutrophic gradient with steady state
densities of bacteria and HNAN established at each
new input rate. We observed that, with a constant
density-dependent grazing rate on the HNAN, the
bacteria:HNAN ratio increased as the rate of substrate
input was increased (Fig. 6). In order to maintain the
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Fig. 6. Bacterial abundances vs HNAN abundances predicted
from a simple model, over a range of substrate input rates.
with ( 0 ) a constant removal rate of HY.4N and (*) a vanable
removal rate such that the bacteria:HNAN rat10 remains
constant at 1000:1

1000:l ratio observed in nature, it was necessary to
reduce the grazing pressure on the HNAN assemblage
at the higher substrate levels, thereby increasing their
abundance and the amount of bacterivory by HNAN.
This in turn reduced the abundance of bacteria relative
to HNAN at the higher substrate levels and maintained
the 1000:1 ratio (Fig.6). From this result, we concluded
that grazing pressure by HNAN on the bacterial assemblage must be proportionally greater in eutrophic
than in oligotrophic environments in order to maintain
a constant bacteria : HNAN ratio of 1000 : 1.
This result implies that, in eutrophic environments,
HNAN grazing exerts a stronger control over bacterial
abundances than in oligotrophic environments. The
other major loss factor to the HNAN compartment in
the model was respiration, and the 1000:1 ratio could
also be maintained in the model by increasing the
HNAN respiration rate as food resources increased
(i.e. decreasing GGEin more eutrophic environments).
Maintaining a constant gross growth efficiency
throughout the range of substrate input and increasing
the grazing pressure on HNAN was the more appropriate manipulation, however, because GGE (cell
yield) does not appear to change significantly with
growth rate (food resource input) for bacteria or protozoa (Fenchel 1982a).
Another way of examining the possibility that
grazing by HNAN must be proportionally greater
in eutrophic environments is to consider the 'carrying
capacity' of an environment for the bacterial assemblage in the absence of mortality (i.e. when only bacterial maintenance metabolism is responsible for the
loss of bacterial biomass). In order to investigate this
possibility we reran the model with the original rates of
maintenance and growth respiration, but removed all
grazing pressure on the bacterial assemblage thereby
generating new steady state densities. We then calculated the ratio between the bacterial 'carrylng
capacity' determined in this way and the bacterial
abundance at the same rate of substrate supply but
with grazing losses. We repeated the process of
determining the ratio of these abundances along an
oligotrophic-eutrophic gradient. We observed that the
'carrying capacity' of the environment for bacteria
relative to the bacterial abundance in the presence of
bacterivory (CC:BAB) increased as the rate of substrate input increased (Fig. ?). The increase in carrying
capacity with increasing eutrophication is, of course,
dependent on the assumption that the rate of bacterial
basal metabolism remains constant per unit biomass
across the range of substrate concentrations. The
validity of this assumption is indirectly supported by
the observation that natural waters with high organic
content support a higher biomass of bacteria in the absence of grazing (i.e. have a higher carrylng capacity)
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Fig. 7 Ratio of the bacterial carrying capacities of systems in
the absence of bacterivory to the steady state bacterial abundances with grazing present, predicted from a simple model.
(+): predictions over a range of substrate input rates when
grazing on HNAN is constant; ( A ) :predictions when grazing
on HNAN is varied to keep the bacteria:HNAN ratio constant
at 1000: 1
than waters lower in dissolved organics (Tranvik 1988,
Sanders unpubl.). For the model iterations with constant density-dependent HNAN grazing, the ratio of
CC:BAB increased from 59 to 200 (factor of 3.4)
over the range of substrate supply rates of 0.1 to 10 pg
C 1-' h-' and then decreased slightly at higher supply
rates (Fig. 7). When the grazing pressure on the HNAN
assemblage was reduced in order to maintain the
1000:l bacteria:HNAN ratio, the decrease at higher
substrate supply rates did not occur, and the ratio of
bacterial abundances with and without grazing continued to increase slightly (up to 228) over the entire
range of substrate supply rates examined (Fig. 7).
Fenchel (1986) suggested that grazing by heterotrophic nanoplankton maintained bacteria just below
their carrying capacity in oligotrophic ecosystems, but
in eutrophic ecosystems the mean number of bacteria
were kept well below the carrying capacity by HNAN
grazing. The results of our modeling with constant
density-dependent HNAN grazing on bacteria (Fig. 6)
were consistent with this suggestion that bottom-up
control was more important in regulating bacterial
abundances in oligotrophic environments and that topdown control was more important in eutrophic environments (Fenchel 1986). This conclusion is supported
by the increase from 1000:l of the bacteria:HNAN
ratio in Fig. 6. The conlparison of steady state densities
of bacteria in the presence or absence of bacterivory
along an oligotrophic-eutrophic gradient (Fig. 7),
further indicated strong grazer control of bacterial
abundance in eutrophic environments.

The range of the ratios of bacteria:HNAN observed
in nature from ecosystems of different productivities
(Fig. 8) also indicates that top-down control may be
more important in eutrophic than in oligotrophic environments. Low bacteria:HNAN ratios occurred across
all environments but high ratios of bacteria:HNAN
occurred only in relatively eutrophic ecosystems. The
range of the ratios, therefore, was much greater in
eutrophic ecosystems because of occasionally high
values in these environments (Fig. 8). Once again
this trend appeared to be independent of salinity. The
increasing variability in the ratio with increasing
eutrophication also is reflected by the coefficients of
variation (Fig. 8).If top-down control is more important
in eutrophic ecosystems then we would expect that
these environments possess the potential for much
greater ratios than 1000:l in those instances where
grazer control of bacterial abundance becomes temporarily uncoupled. Oligotrophic ecosystems, on the
other hand, would not be expected to show large
increases from the 1000:l ratio because the bacterial
population is more strongly controlled by substrate
supply (i.e. even in situations when grazing pressure
on bacteria is reduced, the bacteria are not capable of
rapid increases in abundance because of substrate
limitation).
In contrast to our analyses, a modeling approach
recently was used to argue that there is little top-down
control of bacterial biomass at any level of enrichment
(Billen et al. 1990). They found that the bacterial biomass was dependent on system richness (i.e. substrate
input) when the bacterial mortality constant of their
model was a function only of bacterial biomass (Billen
et al. 1990). Thus, their model prediction fit the
empirical data in both their paper and ours. When a

Fig. 8. Averages and ranges of the ratio of bacteria to HNAN
in a variety of planktonic ecosystems. The environments are
listed in order of increasing chlorophyll concentration as in
Fig. 1. Number of samples (n) and coefficients of variations
(CV) are listed above the ranges
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predator-dependent bacterial mortality was added to
their model, however, bacterial biomass became independent of system richness. From their work it was
concluded that grazing was not of primary importance
in the control of bacterial biomass (Billen et al. 1990).
Interestingly, our model with predator-dependent
mortality predicted, as did the Billen et al. (1990)
model without grazing, that bacterial abundance
would increase with increasing substrate input. We
suggest therefore that differences in the abundance of
bacteria between oligotrophic and eutrophic environments should be modeled without discarding grazing
a s a n important controlling factor. The differences between these models are a function of their structures,
and are likely due to the choices for constants (halfsaturation constant and maximum rate of uptake) and
'closure' by the grazing function (Steele & Henderson
1992). The importance of the mortality closure to food
web models is reflected by the differences in the ratios
of bacteria:HNAN when we change the constant
HNAN mortality to variable mortality (Figs. 6 & 7).

Trophic relationships and the cascade effect
Using realistic starting conditions, we developed a
model that reflected published results on bacterial and
HNAN abundances across a n oligotrophic-eutrophic
gradient in natural ecosystems. The trend for greater
abundances of bacteria and HNAN in more eutrophic
environments (Fig. 1) was predicted (Fig. 6), and the
results of the model (Figs. 6 & 7) were consistent with
data (Fig. 8) that indicated an increasing importance of
bacterivory along a gradient of increasing substrate
supply. The sensitivity of the bacteria:HNAN ratio to
changes in the HNAN grazing pressure (Figs. 6 & 7)
implies an important role for a 'trophic cascade' for
controlling the numerical relationship between HNAN
and bacteria in the microbial loop. Ratios of bacteria:HNAN close to 1000:1 were obtained for high
rates of substrate input when predation on HNAN by
hlgher organisms was reduced (Fig. 6 ) . The reduction
of grazing by higher organisms on HNAN resulted in
higher HNAN densities and consequently a cascade
effect increasing the grazing pressure of HNAN on
bacteria. The effect of this trophic cascade acted to
decrease the steady state bacterial abundance and the
bacteria:HNAN ratio to ca 1000:1.
Based on the discussion in the previous paragraph,
we speculate that the high ratios of bacteria:HNAN in
eutrophic ecosystems (Fig. 8) are a consequence of
intense predation of larger organisms on HNAN. The
removal of HNAN biomass by predators results in
reduced HNAN grazing on the bacteria. Presumed
high rates of substrate supply in eutrophic ecosystems

coupled with reduced removal rates allow rapid bacterial growth and, occasionally, high bacteria:HNAN
ratios. Cascading trophic effects as described above
have been reported from freshwater fish-zooplanktonphytoplankton communities (McQueen et al. 1989).
There are still few data for microbial communities,
but such trophic cascade effects have been implicated
in the microbial food webs of Lake Constance (Gude
1988) and the Rhode River (Dolan & Gallegos 1991).
Ciliates, rotifers, cladocera and other crustacean
zooplankton are all potentially important sources of
predation on HNAN.
It should be noted that data contrary to the trophic
cascade concept in microbial communities also has
been reported (Pace & Funke 1991). Protozoan removal by crustacean zooplankton in that study was not
followed by a rapid increase in bacterial abundance.
One possible explanation for these results that would
remain consistent with the results of our work include
a switch from HNAN-dominated bacterivory to bacterivory by other zooplankton at the time of the reduction of protozoan abundance. Alternatively, if a system
were oligotrophic, a rapid increase in bacterial abundance would not be expected because the bacterial
population would be near substrate limitation. lnterestingly, the ecosystems examined by Pace & Funke
(1991) were relatively oligotrophic in which case our
model would not predict a strong response of the
bacterial assemblage to removal of predators. Clearly,
these possible explanations warrant further study.

Caveats
The correlation of bacteria and HNAN abundances
that we observed (Fig. 2) has not always been noted in
field data (Wright et al. 1987, McManus & Fuhrman
1990).A lack of correlation certainly might result when
examining smaller data sets or data sets confined to
particular environments. The most important of several
confounding influences may be the occurrence of
predator-prey oscillations. These oscillations may result in short-term disequilibria between the bacterial
and HNAN abundances. Seasonal changes in abundances may also contribute to deviations from the correlation observed in Fig 2. These factors undoubtedly
account for much of the scatter in the data of Fig. 2.
Two other crucial factors that may cause deviations
from the correlation in Fig. 2 are trophic coupling of
HNAN with higher organisms (i.e. the trophic cascade)
and bacterivory by organisms other than HNAN. We
have previously demonstrated the potential importance
of a trophic cascade on the relationships between
bacterial and HNAN abundances (Figs. 6 & 7; Gude
1988, Dolan & Gallegos 1991).Likewise, the importance
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of bacterivores other than HNAN, including mixotrophic flagellates, ciliates, cladocera and rotifers has
been noted in a number of studies (Bird & Kalff 1986,
Sherr et al. 1986, Sanders et al. 1989, Pace & Funke
1991). The utilization by HNAN of alternative prey,
such as photosynthetic picoplankton or nanoplankton
(Caron et al. 1991),also may introduce variability in the
relationship between HNAN and bacteria.
These considerations may obliterate the correlation
noted in Fig. 2 in some environments. For example, in
benthic environments ciliates may be important
consumers of bacteria. Under such circumstances, a
correlation between the abundances of bacteria and
bacterivorous flagellates would not be expected.
Osmotrophic nutrition of flagellates in enriched benthic environments may further obscure any numerical
relationship between bacteria and flagellates. Finally,
attachment to suspended particles may give bacteria a
refuge from grazing and confuse the interpretation of
the bacterial and HNAN relationships in the plankton.
Two studies have presented data on the numerical
relationship between bacteria and HNAN that do not
conform to our model and our summary of field data
spanning a range of environments from oligotrophic
to eutrophic. Davis et al. (1985) observed a trend
of decreasing bacteria:HNAN ratios along an oligotrophic-eutrophic (offshore-nearshore) gradient in
the North Atlantic ocean. A significant decrease in the
ratio of bacteria:HNAN with increasing chlorophyll
also was found in an outflo\v plume of the Chesapeake
Bay (McManus & Fuhrman 1990). These trends are
contrary to the results of our model (Figs. 6 & 7), our
compilation of bacteria:HNAN ratios (Fig. 8), and to
the conclusions of Fenchel (1986). We speculate that
the use of a limited data set by Davis et al. (1985), and
the limited geographic range of the McManus &
Fuhrman (1990) study, may explain why their data
differ from our own.

Constraints on microbial abundances and production
Assuming that the data set used in this paper is representative of planktonic ecosystems, we are able to place
some constraints on removal of bacteria by grazers and
on the production of bacteria and bacterivorous HNAN.
In oligotrophic waters, the ratio of bactena:HNAN
typically ranges from 400 to 1000. If HNAN removed all
the bacterial production, ingestion rates would need to
be 17 to 42 bacteria HNAN-' h-' to balance a bacterial
division rate of 1.0 d-l. Because measured bactenvory in
oligotrophic systems has been reported to be in the
range of 10 to 35 bacteria HNAN-' h-' (Weisse &
Scheffel-Moser 1991), bacterivorous nanoplankton
could easily maintain the observed ratio of bacteria:
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HNAN at bacterial growth rates of 1.0 d-'. Assuming
microbial abundances of 5 X 10' ml-' (bacteria) and
500 ml-' (HNAN),and a relatively low grazing rate of
10 bacteria HNAN-' h-', HNAN alone could turn over
the total bacterial population in 4 . 2 d. Using HNAN
abundance and bacterial cell production data from
the Sargasso Sea during July 1988 (Fuhrman et al.
1989),flagellates would need to ingest only 10 to 18 bacteria h-' to balance production. These ingestion rates
are well withln the range of ingestion rates measured for
heterotrophic nanoplankton.
Limits can also be placed on the production of
HNAN. If bacteria were the only food of HNAN in
oligotrophic waters, doubling times of Il d would be
realistic. For example, during the summer in the
Sargasso Sea, bacterial production of 4.8 ng C ml-' d-'
is not unusual (Fuhrman et al. 1989). If HNAN consumed all bacterial production with a growth gross
efficiency of 40 %, then 1.9 ng C ml-' d - ' would be
converted to HNAN biomass. Depending on the size of
the HNAN (2.5 to 4 pm diameter), this would b e
equivalent to the production of 500 to 900 HNAN
ml-' d-'. If a significant biomass of cyanobacteria was
also ingested (e.g. Hagstrom et al. 1988, Caron et al.
1991), then a doubling time of <24 h certainly would
be possible. HNAN population growth would be lower
of course if bacterial and/or cyanobacterial removal
rates were due to other factors such as viral infection or
other grazers such as ciliates, mixotrophic algae and
appendicularia.
Using the same assumptions for a eutrophic environment (Lake Oglethorpe) where bacterial production
may be on the order of 2 X 106 cells ml-' d-' (41 ng C
ml-' d-') and HNAN abundances about 2 X 103 cells
ml-' (Sanders et al. 1989),HNAN would need to ingest
> 40 bacteria h-' to balance bacterial production. HNAN
ingestion rates as high as this have been measured
in situ. Given the same assumptions used above for
oligotrophic systems, population growth of HNAN in the
absence of predation could range from 4.8 to 7.8 X 103
HNAN ml-' d-l. HNAN biomass production in this
range has been calculated for both coastal marine
waters and mesotrophic lakes (Sherr et al. 1984, Nagata
1988, Weisse 1991).This HNAN biomass could easily be
removed completely by cladocera in some lakes or by
ciliates and/or rotifers (Giide 1988, Sanders & Porter
1990, Weisse et al. 1990, Dolan & Gallegos 1991).
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